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On Our Cover
Several OHA machines sold by Auction Team
Köln on November 4: Oliver 1, Blickensderfer Electric, Shimer 2, Ideal prototype, Deiance
(one of a kind), unidentiied oblique frontstroke
machine, Travis. Photos © Auktion Team Köln,
courtesy of Uwe Breker.

B

y the time this magazine reaches you,
some highlights of the Remington
and Smith-Corona company typewriter
collections, formerly housed at the On�
ondaga (N.Y.) Historical Association,
will already have been sold by Auction
Team Köln. Many Americans were un�
happy to learn that this major group of
machines is being broken up; however, by
most accounts, the typewriters were not
housed properly and it was nearly impos�
sible for the public to inspect them. Uwe
Breker writes that when he managed to
visit the collection in 1984, “there were
about 500–800 cardboard boxes, mostly
heavily damaged from poor storage over
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decades by the diferent owners of the
collection. At least 50% of the boxes
showed the water marks from various
loods caused by broken water pipes” (in
previous locations). Let us hope that
these special machines will ind loving
and safe new homes.
On the auction block this November,
in addition to the machines on our cover,
are gems such as a Sholes & Glidden (pic�
tured on this page), a curved Williams 1,
and a Crary. Visit www.breker.com for
details and to order catalogues. More
items await in forthcoming auctions in
2008-9, and those who can’t make it to
Cologne should be able to bid through
eBay. A 27-page list of the Onondaga
collection includes such exotic names as
Barrs Visible (?), Burns, Maskelyne, No�
coblick, and Yaw-Way (?)—not to men�
tion ive Sholes & Gliddens and some
Sholes patent models and prototypes.
It’s going to be an exciting two years.
±
Meanwhile, recent highlights on eBay
include an Edland, a Garbell, a Gran�
ville Automatic, a Sholes Visible, and a
very nice Jackson (see Letters). A more
complete eBay report can be found in
every issue of The Typewriter Exchange
and HBw-Aktuell.
±
“A sharp metallic snap echoed through
the apartment, interrupting the steady
rat-a-tat-tat beat of Lester at his type�
writer which was the daily background
noise of her life. … She waited expec�
tantly, knowing what had happened. Les�
ter had been typing so hard and so fast
that one of the strikers had snapped of
and whizzed across the room. Whenever
this happened she always half expected,
as she did now with a wince, that the ly�
ing sliver of metal would impale Lester. …
Lester, still writing his story in his head,
would remove the page he had been

working on and place the broken type�
writer on the loor to the right side of
his desk. Then he would turn to the left
side of his desk, where he kept several
cases of new typewriters.” —Paul Mal�
mont, The Chinatown Death Cloud Peril.
Now here’s a writer writing about pulp
writers who I expect has never written
on a typewriter. He seems to think that
they’re as limsy as his computer!
±
If you subscribe to this magazine and
you saw the latest Pixar movie, “Rata�
touille,” I know that you noticed the
sinister typewriter on which restaurant
critic Anton Ego wrote his poisonous
reviews. I have inside information that
the machine was modeled on an L. C.
Smith no. 8 owned by Pixar archivist
and ETCA member Christine Freeman.
Congratulations, Christine and Elsie!
±
A number of us were sad to learn of
the passing of Australian collector Bruce
Beard. He will be missed.
The hobby does continue Down Un�
der, where some collectors have formed
“The QWERTY Club.” Robert Mes�
senger has produced an entertaining
electronic newsletter for the group; he
also regularly promotes typewriters in
his column in the Canberra Times, and in
this issue he contributes an article for us.
Carry on, Robert!

Matouš and the Baby … But who is the Father?
On the Origins of the Hermes Baby
by Jos Legrand

I

n our previous issue there was an
article about the Matouš typewriter—a Czech portable, and moreover
a rather rare one. Our fellow collector Štěpán Kučera found this photo of
the inventor, Karel Matouš.
In the article there is talk of a relationship between Matouš and the
Swiss Hermes irm. Actually that irm
was E. Paillard & Cie S. A., a name
that dates from 1920. hey made music boxes, phonographs, cameras and
a lot of other things. he activities of
the Paillards have a long history; they
go back as far as 1814. he irm remained in the possession of the family
until 1945. One hundred years ater
Moïse Paillard made his irst watches,
they constructed their irst typewriter,
the Hermès standard. But it was during the crisis in the early 1930s that
the irm was looking for other strategies. here is where we meet Karel
Matouš again.
“Some customers of Mr. Matouš
asked him to undertake a small production of
cheap typewriters together with the Hermes
irm in 1933,” I wrote in the last ETCetera.
hat information comes from the Technical
Museum in Prague. In the same year 1933, E.
Paillard & Cie S. A. introduced their Hermes
2000. It is a semi-standard machine on which
they had worked since 1932.
We do not know what Matouš actually

questions have been posed. For there
are, as the questioners say, more similarities between the two machines,
such as a comparable shit-lock mechanism, a shit system that tilts the carriage back, and the fact that the paper
table is connected to the feed rollers.
But it is all wishful thinking, because
there is no direct connection between
the two machines—except maybe for
the shit-lock mechanism, where after the shit key has been depressed,
it has to be moved a little to the right
so that it can catch under a potruding piece of metal. It appears on the
Original Matouš machine also, but
here we are talking about a machine
that was made ten or more years ater
the irst Hermes Baby (such a mechanism couldn’t be veriied for the early
Matouš portable, because of the inaccessibility of the Prague collection at
the moment). And in the same year
that the Matouš appeared, 1936, the
Olympia Filia B came with this device
did there in Switzerland. Was he engaged in
the 2000 model? here were plans to make too. Inventors were watching each other just
a cheap portable, but no data are known. It as carefully in those days as they do now.
What happened is this: about one year beis tempting to think that Matouš had something to do with such an undertaking, above fore the Société Anonyme E. Paillard & Cie.
all because of some resemblance between iled their irst two patents in Switzerland, in
the Original Matouš and the later Hermes July 1935, they already stood in the German
Baby. hat resemblance especially concerns patent bureau with the drawings of the mathe pointed cover of the ribbon spools, and chine as we know it today. It is a very compact
one could ask: who inluenced whom? hese portable, as can be seen in the picture. It is

Hermes 2000 #43664 (1939)
and Baby Featherweight
#107389 (1937) (Polt coll.)
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square in its proportions, 280 x 280 mm. It is
a light machine, 7 lbs. 12 oz. (“including steel
carrying case”). And it was the lattest machine in its days, the literature says. Almost, I
would say, next to one: the Matouš portable!
he height of the earliest Hermes Babies is 63
mm (65 with case), the earliest ads speak of
60. But Karel Matouš came on the scene as
the sorcerer’s apprentice, so the record of the
Hermes Baby stands about a year. Matouš’s
irst machine from 1936 is as square as the
Hermes Baby and also measures 280 x 280
mm (sic!), but its height is 50 mm according
to the Technical Museum in Prague. It is the
irst mechanical laptop, so to speak.
he Hermes Baby was placed on the market in 1935 and more than 4.5 million of
them were eventually sold. It was in use especially by journalists, writers and diplomats because of its latness. Oten the name of Ernest
Hemingway is echoed as the writer using a
Hermes Baby, accenting the cult status of the
Baby, but actually it was Lee Miller, his wife,
who typed on it.
he irm patented the Baby in several countries, and there sometimes the name of the inventor is mentioned: Giuseppe Prezioso from
Yverdon in Switzerland, where the factory
stood. According to Cardelli, Prezioso’s design dates from 1932, but this claim couldn’t
be veriied. Anyway, he got his credit, but
what about Matouš’s contribution? We do
not know. But this is only half of the story.
Presumably in February or March 1934
another typewriter inventor knocked on the
door of the Paillard irm. His name was Otto
Haas. Haas was an engineer who worked for
the German Archo Company. For them he
developed a portable typewriter, although
the patent was granted under his name. Besides being light in weight, such a machine
had to be compact in its construction. Haas
even dreamed of schoolboys with his machine in their schoolbags on their back. he
patent was delivered to the German patent ofice in March 1933. According to Ernst Martin, Haas would have liked his invention to be
fabricated by E. Paillard & Cie. in Yverdon.
“he model was tested and an opinion about
it was given, but a contract did not come to
pass. However, a year later the Hermes Baby
appeared on the market.” Now we know that
it only took four to ive months for the irm to
construct the Baby.
A short look at the machine in Haas’s patent shows a remarkable resemblance of the
compactness of its outward form (“he arrangement provides a portable typewriter of
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the (early) Matouš portable (except for its latness), nor to the (later) Original Matouš. As for
the presumed similarity between that Original Matouš and the later series of Hermes
Babies—and that concerns the pointed cover
Haas patent 1933
above the ribbon spools—I must point again
to the diference in construction between
low overall height”) and the mutual position
the two machines. he Hermes cover is one
of several important elements, such as keys
piece of shaped sheet metal, with two sepaand platen, with that of the Hermes Baby.
rate movable pointed spool covers. he frame
But there are diferences too, especially conof the Original Matouš is made in two parts,
cerning the keylever connection rods. (To
the piece underneath and the cover. he trend
be fair: Haas was not the irst one to invent
towards such pointed covering could be seen
such a compact construction. Already in 1916
already in the Olympia Filia from 1934, and
Charles W. Barnaby from Richmond iled a
is more articulated in the second model of
similar device in the United States.)
the Bar-Let portable from 1936. he later
Ater his little disaster Haas developed
Jubilee Hermes Baby with the pointed cover
the Patria portable, also a Swiss machine. It
(the “Madonna corset-cover”) did not reach
appeared on the market in 1936, one year after the Baby. In that year Karel Matouš was
almost ready with his own machine. Did he
take something from the Hermes Baby? Its
latness maybe, and the idea of the connecting rod. But as for that, both machines are
indebted to the Patria prototype. In any case,
the transmission from keystroke to the intermediate lever mechanism is totally diferent
for the three machines. You could say that
Matouš endorses some principles of the Baby
construction, but the patent for the Hermes
Baby concerns a solid, “stif” construction of
the frame, while Matouš’s patent especially
aims at the assembling and disassembling
of the various parts and a cheap production.
Maybe it is because of the Hermes patent that
the Original Matouš portable difers so much,
with its side gliders to make the machine
more stable. It is also speculative to presuppose a relation between the two machines just
because they share a shit system that tilts the
carriage back, and a paper table connected to the market before August 1940. he Original
the feed rollers. hese ideas had already been Matouš appeared in the later 1940s. Hermes
employed for more than a decade (apart from and Madonna—it sounds like a classical drastandard machines like the Burnett and the ma. But it wasn’t, on the contrary. he irm
shit Bar-Lock). he Bing typewriter is an
baptized the machine “Jubiläum” (jubilee
example, but also the earlier Mitex and Tell
model) ive years ater its introduction on
and their descendants, the Bar-Let portables
the market—but that was not the reason for
1 and 2. However, all these tilting systems, inits name: the irm had existed 125 years then,
cluding the Hermes Baby and the Matouš, totally difer from each other in their carriage and there they had a real reason for a jubilee.
Almost a million Jubilee Babies were sold.
slide mechanisms and their suspension.
he Hermes Baby was manufactured in sevhere remain the sharp spool covers. In literal
countries, and the machine is known unerature there seems to be a misunderstanding
der
various
names related to these production
about the chronology of the various models of
the Hermes Baby. But the irst one to appear spots. hey also had special names for other
was the model with the visible ribbon spools markets, like Hermes Baby S that turned up
and the rectangular front connecting bar (se- in France, or Hermes Featherweight in the
rial numbering starting from 60000). hat USA since 1936. (Because of its old body,
early Baby does not have any resemblance to the high serial number of a Hermes Baby S,

#191750, brings confusion. It doesn’t it into
the oicial numbering for earliest series.) We
do not know why the Paillard irm set up factories abroad, but all these machines follow
the Hermes Baby production line. hey got
their own names: Empire Baby, Aristocrat,
FK Mala. he British Empire was a licensed
Hermes Baby, manufactured since 1936 in
the factories of Geo. Salter & Co. in West
Bromwich in the United Kingdom. Herman
Price noticed the following participants in
ownership as chronologically mentioned on
the machines themselves: Geo. Salter & Co.
for he Blick Typewriter Co., Ltd. (< # 1357),
Geo. Salter & Co. for British Typewriters Ltd.
(< # 3612), British Typewriters Ltd., and later
machines without references to the legal licensee. he following names are known: Empire, Baby Empire, Baby Empire de luxe, Empire Aristocrat. here was also a Polish plant
and an Italian one. Artur Nierychlewski has
brought in information about the Polish FK
Mala (the “small FK”) on Will Davis’ web site.
It is there that something is said about an Italian Baby. Since 1950 Montana SpA are supposed to have fabricated their Montana Luxe
in Turin. But there are much earlier machines
made in Italy.
So you can have an impression of a later
Baby (the “Madonna” version) I show you my
Ala, never before listed as a name variant, and
only because it was not published before. It
has serial number 3844. his Ala is an Italian
(licensed) product, made during the Second
World War, and accordingly has the fasces, the
Italian fascist symbol, within its trademark.
Ala means “wing” in Italian, which its perfectly within the fascist/futurist movement of
those days, in which the blessings of the new
era were incorporated. he machine is missing a line space lever, which was introduced
earlier in the Baby, and the margin release key
was also dispensed with. Few were made. But
there is also an earlier version of the Ala similar to the irst Hermes Baby and again never
before shown (#2315), so you can see them
both right now. According to Burghagen’s
list, the Ala was made for the Italian market
right from the start in 1935. he early Ala, i.e.
the version of the earliest Hermes Baby, dates
from before September 1938.
In September 1938 an improved model of
the Hermes Baby came out with a more symmetrical frame and keyboard, due to an added margin release key; it started with serial
number 142201. A further improvement is
an automatic ribbon-reverse. Also mentioned
are four service keys in grey, a scale, margin

stops with red arrows, a second line stop and
two ribbon guides on the side. Starting with
#155301, the machine got another line space
lever. Jaap Horstink found other minor differences—such as strengthening proiles for
the frame, a diferent frame assembly construction, a paper rail with stripes, a bent arrow on the back space key, and another carriage release lever.
he Jubilee model came out halfway
through 1940, starting with #200501, according to the company (Burghagen erroneously lists # 203251). New was the platen
guidance by rollers instead of ball bearings.
Ater #210501 the new “corset” cover is mentioned, in addition to line spacing, paper release lever, paper support, shit lock, ribbon
guide and other things.
Conclusion: Prezioso is the mother of the
Hermes Baby, Otto Haas the father, and
their Baby was given birth with the help of
Karel Matouš. Of the very irst Hermes series,
140,500 machines were made. So you can ind
one if you want to. ±
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(Horstink collection)
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version, #3844
(Legrand collection)
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The Powerhouse
Australia’s house of
hidden typewriter treasure
by Robert Messenger

T

here are four typewriters on
display at the Powerhouse
Museum of Applied Science at
Ultimo in downtown Sydney, Aus�
tralia. One of the very early, or�
nately-decorated 1874 Sholes and
Gliddens shares a shelf with an
1889 Victor index, below a 1908
Mignon Model 2.
These three are part of an ex�
hibit illustrating the origin and
development of the QWERTY
keyboard. As far as at least 99.999
percent of visitors to “Cyberworlds:
Computers and Connections” are con�
cerned, however, the high point is be�
ing able to interact with a keyboard to
see, through a series of lights, how it
interfaces with a mainframe.
Not far away is a Canadian-made
1965 Olivetti Praxis 48—its description
card giving due credit to Ettore Sott�
sass—as part of a spare display tracing
the design advance of various forms of
oice equipment. The Praxis was liter�
ally dumped on the museum’s doorstep,
and while it is not oicial policy to ac�
cept such “throw away” donations, in
this case an exception was made. Nor�
mally it would have gone to a rubbish
tip.
Hidden away from the public, in the
vaults of the museum, are 124 other
typewriters.
They range in make, model and vin�
tage from an Olivetti Valentine still in
its original packing case (given to the
museum in 1989 by Olivetti Australia
to mark the 20th anniversary of the
Valentine, which the museum rightly
describes as “technically mediocre”) to
a Hammond Model 1 and a New York
Hall, both from the early 1880s. These
are perhaps among the earliest type�
writers to be imported into Australia.
The Hall was shipped by Witherby &
Co of London and has the serial num�
ber 5489.
The Hammond is one of six and the
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Curator Matthew Connell with “texts” of two
eras: an ancient clay tablet and a 1980s digital
tape. (Photo: Sydney Morning Herald)

Hall one of two in the Powerhouse col�
lection, the other Hall being a Salem of
about 1883. It was imported by “Sole
Agents Australasia, Mackrell Mills &
Co, Sydney and Melbourne.” William
Mackrell Mills was a wealthy Sydney
merchant who lived at “Harlands,” No
78 Crinan Street, Hurlstone Park.
According to Matthew Connell, the
Powerhouse curator in charge of the
typewriter collection, ETCetera’s man
“Down Under,” Bob Moran (Precision
Dynamics, Mona Vale), was almost re�
duced to tears when he irst looked at
what was not on public display.
But, then, as Connell is at pains to
explain, collectors of many other things,
from old phonographs to cameras and
scientiic equipment, feel exactly the
same way about whatever coincides
with their particular passion.
Given the museum has 385,000 ob�
jects, and only 3 percent of those are on
display at any one time, the fact that so
many beautiful and rare antique type�
writers are kept locked away is under�
standable, if galling.
When Connell gave Sydney collec�
tor Richard Amery and myself a tour
of the vaults in late July, the thing that
struck us was not so much what was in
storage, as that no efort has ever been

made whatsoever to restore the
typewriters. Nor will there be one.
It is Powerhouse policy not to
attempt to do anything other than
contain signs of corrosion. The
typewriters are kept, of course, in
a controlled environment, boxed
and handled with extreme care
(soft white gloves only, thank you
very much!).
But where a degrease or lube
or general clean-up might seem
appropriate, none has been given.
By and large, the typewriters remain in
the condition in which the museum re�
ceived them.
The Sholes and Glidden appears to
have been given a dusting and a bit of
spit and polish for general display pur�
poses, but signs of paint wear and the
absence of keys are all too obvious. The
Sholes and Glidden was gifted to the
museum by Chartres, a company which
imported Remingtons and Coronas
into Australia in the 1920s and 30s.
To Amery’s delight, there is an Impe�
rial Good Companion in the collection,
but one which, with the shift key, types
in the Shavian phonetic alphabet, cre�
ated by Kingsley Read in accordance
with the will of George Bernard Shaw.
There are also Chinese and Japanese
character typewriters, and an Under�
wood which types Russian.
ETCetera readers who view the Pow�
erhouse website will be disappointed at
the mostly black and white and often
very grainy images which accompany
details of the typewriters. The photo�
graphs were taken in a rapid catalogu�
ing process when the Museum of Ap�
plied Science’s previously unhoused but
already vast collection was moved to
the old Ultimo power station in 1988.
Sadly, therefore, when one looks
on the website at the two Halls, the
Edelmann, decorated Chicago, the Ca�
ligraphs, Rem-Sho, the two Lamberts,
Franklin, World, National, Columbia

Richard Amery

and Ideal, there is little capacity to ful�
ly appreciate just how magniicent they
look in reality.
Someone once wrote that a large
percentage of serious typewriter col�
lectors in the US only go hunting for
machines that don’t look like typewrit�
ers. Personally, I found that concept
hard to accept, being relatively new
to typewriter collecting and living in a
country where typewriters were, cer�
tainly by comparison with Britain and
Continental Europe, slow in arriving in
any reasonable numbers.
Having seen what the Powerhouse
has in its vaults, however, has com�
pletely changed my attitude. I never re�
ally knew just how beautiful typewrit�
ers such as these were until I had seen
them “in the lesh”, as it were.
ETCA members who are planning
to visit Australia and would like to see
the full Powerhouse collection should
contact Matthew Connell well in ad�
vance, at matthewc@phm.gov.au. The
full Powerhouse typewriter collection
can be viewed at tinyurl.com/gbl9u.
For any further information about the
Powerhouse collection or typewriters
in Australia, contact Robert Messenger
at rmesseng@bigpond.net.au. ±

Shavian alphabet

Top 20 Typewriters in the Powerhouse Collection
(Listed alphabetically, not in order of value or importance. Some years are
approximate. “Russo” refers to Mechanical Typewriters: Their History, Value and Legacy,
2002, in which Thomas A.Russo evaluates antique typewriters. The points scores
relate to ETCetera’s 2002 rarity [“R”] and desirability [“D”] ratings.)

1. American (index; Russo = scarce; R 5.4, D 4.9 = 10.3) 1893
2. Caligraph (Model 1, serial No 823; Russo = rare; R 7.6, D 7.6 = 15.2) 1882. There
are three Caligraphs in the museum.
3. (The) Chicago (Model 1—“Decorated”; Russo = scarce; R 4.6, D 5.5 = 10.1)
1902
4. Columbia (index; Russo = rare; R 7.1, D 7.4 = 14.5) 1886
5. Edelmann (Russo = scarce; R 5.6, D 6.1 = 11.7) 1897
6. Federal (one the rarest typewriters in the museum, an ofshoot of Visigraph
through Columbia, not mentioned by Russo or ETCetera) 1920
7. Franklin (“The New”, serial No 8121; Russo = rare; R 5.7, D 5.8 = 11.5) 1895
8. Hall (“Salem”; Russo = scarce; R 5.8, D 6.0 = 11.8) 1883. There are two Halls in
the museum, the other is a “New York.”
9. Hammond (Model 1, serial No 3037; Russo = rare; R 7.0, D 5.4 = 12.4) 1884.
There are two Model 1s in the museum, as well as two “Ideals”. There are six
Hammonds altogether.
10. Imperial Good Companion (Shavian keyboard) Year not known (1960s?).
11. Lambert (Model 1—engraved; Russo = scarce; R 5.5, D 7.8 = 13.3) 1895. There
are two Lamberts in the museum.
12. National (Model 1a; Russo = rare; R 7.2, D 7.4 = 14.6) 1889
13. Rem-Sho (Model 3, “Bronze”, serial No 2088; Russo = scarce; R 6.2, D 6.1 =
12.3) 1900?
14. Royal “Royalite 64” (presentation model from Royal-McBee International;
gold-plated typebars, typeslugs) mid-1960s?
15. Sholes and Glidden (irst practical typewriter, very rare; R 7.3, D 9.8 = 17.1)
1874
16. Sun (Model 2; Russo = scarce; R 4.7 D 4.5 = 9.2) 1901
17. Victor (index; Russo = rare; R 6.8, D 7.5 = 14.3) 1889
18. Williams “Academy” (very rare; not rated by Russo or ETCetera) 1898. The
museum has two Williams.
19. World (Model 1; Russo = scarce; R 5.3, D 5.6 = 10.9) 1886
20. Yost (Model 1; Russo = rare; R 6.7 D 6.1 = 12.8) 1889
Also worthy of note are the Bennetts, Blickensderfers, Ideals,
Mignons, Olivers, Smith Premiers and the other Williams and Yosts.
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Portables, ETCetera by

Will Davis

T

hose who use portable typewriters construction was devised
today extensively as tools (as com� although it included a
pared with those who simply collect) further intermediate link
are always fascinated with the compar� between bell crank and
sion of touch or “feel” between various typebar to make up the
machines. It is instructive to investigate distance (the point being
the progression of mainstream designs compactness, and the
generally involved in portable typewrit� crank too far forward to
connect directly to the
ers for background.
The earliest successful small typebar typebar).
The Gourland, de�
machines such as the Corona, the Sun
Standard, the National and Portex em� signed by Charles Spiro,
ployed essentially full-length key levers which has been referred
hinged near their centers which drove to as a portent of things
the typebars upward through a connect� to come in portable type�
ing link. This simple, expedient type of writers, contained such an intermediate
design was easy to manufacture, in terms lever as employed in larger machines,
of both complexity and cost, when com� with accelerating typebar action and no
pared with standard “visible” machines, further connecting link. This is no sur�
and also produced a solid blow of the prise; in the historical work published in
type so that impression was good and in 1923 by Typewriter Topics, a well-known
some cases stencil cutting was possible. but unnamed inventor is quoted in dis�
However, in terms of the now-vaunted cussion of the Underwood as feeling that
touch of the machine, the quality was the design of the intermediate lever was
in fact on the primitive side, to say the the greatest contribution to typewrit�
least, and it is not too unkind to say that ers (even beyond that of visible writ�
many typists today purchase such old ing.) While the inventor is not named,
machines with intent to produce copy enough hints are given to indicate that
on them only to ind them later relegat� Charles Spiro was the speaker of those
words and his patent for what became
ed to the shelf.
In the standard machines, the action the Gourland, iled in January 1919,
at this time almost invariably included seems to indicate that (rough) imitation
either an intermediate lever or else an in� was the sincerest form of lattery.
This generation of design roughly
termediate crank to transmit the rough�
correlates
across the span of popular
ly vertical action (or at least arcuate in
portables,
which
got taller and heavier
respect to the fulcrum) of the key lever
as
better
typing
action
was built in. Co�
to the (normally 90 degree) arcuate mo�
rona
responded
with
its
Corona Four, us�
tion of the typebars. In the case of the L.
ing full length key levers with intermedi�
S. Burridge patents which seem to have
ate link–crank–inal link to transmit key
led to the Underwood portable, such a
action to typebar, and secured a vastly
improved feel as a result while keeping
a sturdy blow. Royal’s 1926 entry to the
ield employed an action quite similar to
the No. 10 machine Royal was selling for
oice use; to this author, this is among
the best of the early portables for its
snappy and crisp action.
In fact, the previous basic descrip�

tion covers a vast number of portables
built over many years (and continents!)
and makes. The only further conceptual
reinement in so far as typing feel is con�
cerned was the development of parallel
key action (in which the key top moves
straight down when operated and not
in an arc). The Barr typewriter seems
to have been the irst produced in any
number; the L.C. Smith & Corona large
portables that appeared a few years lat�
er were perhaps the best, certainly the
most widely sold of the lot, and indeed
some of the most popular portables of
all time (although we cannot forget the
German Erika machines which lasted
longer than any others, and which also
included a similar parallel key action).
Only with the desire to reduce costs that
manifested itself in the 1960s did the
new designs begin to simplify the key
lever / typebar portion of the machine,
much to the detriment of the feel; in
fact, the machines conceived in the mid�
dle of that decade were so retrograde in
that quality that they approached and in
many cases dropped below the level of
the early Corona et al.-style machines.
This is only the briefest and simplest
coverage of the progression of key le�
ver and typebar mechanism design; it
is my hope that new collectors will use
this as impetus to really examine their
machines—both those they like and
those they dislike—to attempt to inves�
tigate why a given machine has a certain
feel. ±
Above: 1904 Frank Rose patent #744 for
the Standard Folding (later Corona). Left:
191 Charles Spiro patent #19100 for the
Gourland.
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A

n electric index typewriter? At left we ind an intriguing item from Modern
Mechanics, July 1932. The eccentric design is reminiscent of the Index Vis�
ible (see ETCetera no. 32): it seems that a pen attached to a cord turns the type�
wheel to the correct position, and then activates an electric connection that does
the typing. Only one specimen of the Index Visible is known to have survived,
and none (I believe) of the Pallaton, which apparently was never commercially
produced. The device is, of course, included in Ernst Martin’s encyclopedic Die
Schreibmaschine und ihre Entwicklungsgeschichte. Martin comments, “The Mignon
was electriied even earlier, but it never reached factory production either. This
sort of index machine can’t stand the competition with keyboard machines,
even when electriied.”
The glove typewriter story is from Modern Mechanix (now with modern spell�
ing!), May 1935. We can only ask ourselves in wonder whether the anonymous
“Tyrolian merchant” took inspiration from Peter Mitterhofer, the great Tyro�
lean typewriter inventor. “Threatens to revolutionize the present oice type�
writer”? Surely the writer’s tongue must have been irmly in cheek.
Thanks to Flavio Mantelli for contributing these items. ±

A

t right we have a typical of�
ice scene of the 1920s, from
an original photo kindly lent to
ETCetera by Frank Lindauer.
The secretary with bobbed hair
seems to be taking shorthand dic�
tation from the boss with the can�
dlestick phone on his desk. Two
Dictaphone machines, with storage
for a number of wax cylinders, are
ready to roll but are not currently
in use.
On the little typist’s desk we
ind one of the great typewriter
workhorses of the day, the immor�
tal Royal No. 10, with its famous
glass panels on the side. ±
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Ephemera
O

by Peter Weil

ur window into typewriter history this issue
is literally the celluloid that made possible
the widespread use of advertising pinbacks, a type
of “badge” touting typewriters from lapels and
blouses for the irst quarter century ater 1893.
Whitehead and Hoag Co. is the “signed” manufacturer of all but two of the pinbacks discussed
here, the one for the Oliver Printype and the
bronze one for the Fox. Given the celluloid cover
so characteristic of its products on the Oliver pin,
it probably was also made by the company.
Founded in Newark, New Jersey, in 1892 by
Benjamin S. Whitehead and his friend Chester
R. Hoag, the irm entered the ield of advertising
through a major innovation that made it possible
to sandwich messages printed on paper between a
metal base, usually tin, and a protective cover made
of celluloid. he celluloid, an early form of plastic
made from nitrocellulose and a plasticizer, such
as camphor, was intended to protect the printed
matter, presenting it in a shiny, eye-catching format. Although the material was known before
the company’s use of it, its purpose of use and its
technique for attaching celluloid to the metal base
to create the sandwich was the company’s innovation. While the patent was applied for in 1894, it
was not granted until two years later. Whitehead
and Hoag’s technique made possible the relatively
inexpensive printing in multiple colors of images
(oten including black and white or tinted photographs) that could be worn and that were intended to retain their sharp, clean deinition long
enough to serve their advertising function. his
innovation took place at a time when most advertising was through black images on white advertisements in magazines and journals. Polychrome
trade cards, posters, and poster stamps were also
used, but they, unlike pinbacks, were not visible to
both the wearer and those she or he met moving
about social life.
Today the company is perhaps best known for
its pioneering role in making possible buttons ballyhooing presidential candidates and other politicians, not typewriters. In essence, the early mass
marketing of politicos owes its practical origin to
Whitehead and Hoag.
As an indication of its early success in marketing its pinbacks and oten related advertising
ribbons, banners,
and lags, the
company was the
largest of its kind
in the world by
1901. Celluloid
pinbacks reached
their peak as an
advertising medium between 1896
and 1920. By
the third decade
of the twentieth
century, the cel-
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luloid pinbacks were generally replaced by those
using lithography directly on metal and played a
smaller role in advertising relative to newspapers,
color ads in magazines, and voice promotions on
the new medium, radio.
Typewriter companies
themselves
were early adopters of
the newly inexpensive
advertising technology. he pinback for
the New Yost is an example of this willingness to innovate. he
Yost button is marked
“PAT APP For” on the back, probably dating it
from the 1893-94 period before the introduction
of the Yost #4 in 1895 and the approval of the patent in April, 1896.
Seven other pinbacks are presented here in approximate historical order. None of them indicate
a precise date of manufacture, and the published
materials are used
as a guide in dating
them. • he Columbia Bar-Lock
pinback celebrates
the durability of
what appears to be
the Columbia BarLock #8 that survived the sinking
of the Battleship Maine, building on the strong
patriotic sentiment of the time; it is another early
button and dates from the 1898-1900 period. he
date is consistent with the irst use by the company
of “Columbia” on the typebar cover. • Smith Premier introduced the #2 in 1896, and an Omaha
dealer heralds it on
a button that also
probably dates from
the last half of the
1890s. • he Densmore pinback was
commissioned
by
a regional distributor in Wisconsin to
hype what was likely
the #4, the irst model bearing the ball bearing
symbol. he date is about 1902-1904, and the innovative use of the tin cicada-shaped clicker must
have made it a popular one with children. • Underwood’s creative use of the irst and last letters
of its name to tout
its visible machine
(probably an early
#5 with the post1904 Underwood
Typewriter
Co.
decal on the paper
table) is from about
1904-1905. • he

Royal pinback announcing its Standard
at only $65 (when the
dominant Remington and the new Underwood were selling
at $100) most likely
was made in 1906,
the irst year of introduction, and must
have been a common
sight on the lapels of
the Royal sales people. • Fox launched
its irst front strike,
the #23, in 1906, and
by 1908 was promoting the #24 as “he
Light-Running Fox.”
his bronze pinback
dates from somewhere between this introduction and the end of
the company’s production of typewriters in 1921,
a period when the phrase was usually part of the
Fox logo. • he pinback bearing the wonderful
color image of Oicer Printype in theory could
date from as early as 1912, when the company introduced its large print under the cartoon character logo on the late version of the #5. his speciic
polychrome image also appears on a poster stamp
documented as having been given as a premium to
visitors at the Panama-Paciic Exposition in 1915,
and it is reasonable to conclude
that the button
was also distributed at the same
event to promote
the #7 introduced
the year before.
hat we have celluloid pinbacks for
typewriters at all is
an accident of history. hey embody the meaning
of “ephemera,” being subject to rapid deterioration from sunlight, heat, and humidity. hanks
to their being squirreled
away in drawers and boxes
by adults and collected and
briely worn by children
(oten as decorations on
hats and other clothing) we
can still see and enjoy early
typewriters through celluloid brightly. ±
All but three pinbacks shown are rom my own
collection. he Oliver and Underwood ones are
rom the collection of Ed Neuert and the Columbia Bar-Lock one is rom Herman Price’s collection. heir generosity in sharing the images is appreciated.
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No. 31, June 2007
• Hermes documents from 1969-70 & Hermes ads
• Pelikan ribbons

No. 28, July 2007
• Jean-Claude Boutet obituary
• Exhibit on antique duplicating machines
• Restoring a Wahl adder & Remington adder
±

New web site for French association:
calcollect.free.fr
August 2007
• Demograph typewriter found by Stefan Beck: similar to
the Hall but mostly bakelite!
• Collectors’ meetings in Essen & Eichenau
September-October 2007
•Hamburg meeting focuses on machines starting with “V”
• Fixing an Olivetti M40 platen knob
No. 40, September-December 2007
• Accounting and billing typewriters: Moon-Hopkins,
Continental-Rapid, National, Mercedes, Supermetall, etc.
• New art by Ugo Armaroli, who adds typewriters to
found paintings

The Czechs’ ainity for things American is evidenced by this poster
and plaque, reproduced here by courtesy of Reinmar Wochinz.

Marketplace
Wanted: Underwood no. 1 in good condition; buy or trade. Also
interested in very early no. 5 (1901). Greg Peck,
gunnar54@gmail.com, 513-756-0810.
For sale: Ivitsa Soviet electric portable. Wanted: Imperial D parts
machine or E-e-3 typebar (pica). Richard Rye,
ryzowski@iowatelecom.net.
For sale: felt typewriter pads with neoprene backing. $11 each
postpaid (US/Canada), $18 elsewhere. Contact Richard Polt.

In the next ETCetera: Crouching Tiger, Hidden Details
The Unknown History of the Noiseless

Vol. 19, no. 4, November 2007
• OHA collection to be auctioned by Breker
• Photos of OHA machines: Horton, Barrett, decorated
Sholes & Glidden, wooden Sholes model, “Baby Sholes,”
Blick Electric, Shimer 2
• Partial list of OHA collection
• Interview with OHA director Tom Hunter
±

New Book: The Typewriter Sketchbook,
by Paul Robert et al.:

Newly edited and illustrated articles from The Virtual Typewriter Journal, plus new material. In full color.
Order online at lulu.com/content/1370470
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Letters
It’s been a hugely exciting week, what
with selling typewriters all over the world—
to little old lady teachers on remote islands
in Fiji without electricity (island once owned
by Raymond Burr), to a young man on death
row in a Thai prison, to drama class teach�
ers in the US, to name but a few. Finding a
Nippo P-200 and a very nice Gossen Tippa,
plus attaining the great, long-held goal of
a NZ Typewriter Co. Blick 5 have all been
just part of it. Then I got my ETCetera out
of the mailbox just now and to my consider�
able delight found “Crocodile Dundee” on
page 2.
Robert Messenger
Canberra
I had never heard of the Remington
“platen spikes” or whatever they are [see
Editor’s Notes in our last issue], but when
I looked through my six examples of the
Remington side-lever portable, I found that
NV75456 has the feature, though it is inop�
erable. The prongs are 13/16" apart, and the
rightmost one 3/4" from the right end of the
platen rubber. This machine has a Roman
font with pharmacy symbols—could this
have been an option for pharmacy work?
Ned Brooks
Lilburn, Ga.
On vacation in Slovakia I found some
other references to Czech machines. An�
other G & O undercover has to be men�
tioned: the Mirina model 150. Then I saw
the Remington Z’s, of course: the Rem�
ington Z (Remington 16), a Remington Z
Junior (Remington portable), and a Rem�
ington Z (streamlined no. 5 portable).
Jos Legrand
Maastricht, Netherlands
I received a very old business card to�
day. It has a photo of W. G. (Willis Gay�
lord) Chafee on one side and the other
side has a number of advertisements, one
of which states that he is an agent for the
TYPE-WRITER. My preliminary research
dates the card to 1876 or shortly after.
Jim Dax
Citrus Heights, Cal.
My compliments on ETCetera. It is truly
very beautiful, with splendid images and
articles, technically very well prepared and
organized.
Silvano Donadoni
Castelferro, Italy
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When I saw the Jackson on eBay, I
couldn’t believe it—a machine like that, in
this almost perfect, original condition. This
was one of the most desirable machines
that I was looking for. I didn’t think I could
ever get it, as it is very rare. A well-known
American collector told me that this ma�
chine is one of the 5-6 best American ma�
chines. But, most importantly, I liked the
machine’s style and its mechanical work�
ings.
When I found out that I won the ma�
chine, I didn’t know what to do. I was wor�
ried about shipping, about its being lost on
the way, about parts being broken, etc. I
was also very impatient to get it here! So
we decided to go and pick it up. We looked
online and found a great deal to New York.
But during a layover in London they pulled
me from the line, examining my Greek
passport. We discovered that without an
electronic passport I couldn’t ly. My girl�
friend decided to go on and pick up the
machine and see family she has there. I had
to go back to Madrid, alone and without
my machine. My girlfriend met the seller
on Friday. What nice people! When they
found out that she was traveling alone, they
purchased a nice American Tourister carry�
on trolley and packed it very well, thinking
of her convenience and the integrity of the
machine the whole time. I can never thank
them enough.
On Tuesday when my girlfriend came
back, I was at the airport two hours early!
I couldn’t wait at home any longer. She had
no problems with the machine (except at
security: they pulled her aside each time,
took a swab of the machine, and then got
into long conversations about what it was,
if she was a writer, etc.). The Jackson is now
home, safe and sound.
Stellios Peios
Madrid

This is the kind of publication that we
need to make our ield grow: despite all the
books available you were able to give us all
a great in-depth overview of a topic that
nobody has ever touched before, Czech
typewriters. I applaud you and those who
helped you for such a terriic job!
Flavio Mantelli
Boston
The only “disadvantage” to ETCetera is
that each issue has only 12 pages and I then
have to wait 3 months until the next.
Reinmar Wochinz
Munich
We couldn’t be happier with the way
ETCetera has been produced since you took
the reins last year. The addition of color to
any page you desire, as well as the show you
make of the cover, are wonderful.
Chuck Dilts and Rich Cincotta
Southboro, Mass.
Thank you. Your issues as well as Darryl Rehr’s
set a high standard and are a continuing source
of inspiration.

Bert’s Blick

New on the Shelf
Ned Brooks: 1956 Underwood 150 with
FormFlow platen
Miguel Castro: Karli, Moya 2
Chuck Dilts & Rich Cincotta: Remington
Perfected no. 4
Nick Fisher: Williams 4
Jim Gehring: Odell 1a
Bert Kerschbaumer: alum. Blick 9 #139676
Flavio Mantelli: Deming & Fred Sholes
patent models; Popular index
Stellios Peios: Jackson
Herman Price: Faktotum 2, Fox 6,
Polygraph 3, Sun 3, Yost 16
Richard Rye: Adler 7 (Bulgarian), 15, 25
(Belgian/Dutch); Contin; Ideal 3;
Imperial B (Russian) & D (English)
Mark Taf: Hammond 2 curved kbd.
(remodeled #1), Pittsburg 10
Cor van Asch: Merritt
Peter Weil: early Pittsburg #10531, Smith
Premier oak desk

This back issue of
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The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
and collectors, and to encourage its growth. Our magazine, ETCetera, serves
that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
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